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a muon decay interaction identical to Eq. (2) ex-
cept for the absence of the direct vector coupling.
The two versions of the spin-zero theory are
identical for g, ~'=0, and in general differ only
by a direct self-interaction of J&+'. The choice
between these formalisms depends upon whether
one regards first-order or second-order field

equations as the more basic. [It is only the
Kemmer theory that may be developed according
to the canonical formulation of Schwinger. ']

For the discussion of p, -e+y, we shall assume
g2' '= 0 and neglect finite contributions propor-
tional to the electron mass. The matrix element
for this mode becomes (q=photon momentum)

(u) (e)

where K is a cutoff to the divergent momentum
integration, and c is a finite constant which de-
pends upon the manner in which the cutoff is
introduced. The decay interaction contains a
finite, point-like, "moment" interaction, and a
divergent "charge" interaction which does not
contribute to the free-particle decay. The
branching ratio for the decay of a free muon
into the e+y channel is

p=o&/24m = &0 ',
which is -40 times greater than the current ex-
perimental upper limit. ' In contrast to the re-
sult with a vector intermediary, ' 'o the result
is both convergent and unambiguous.
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The few hitherto known wave-like exact solu-
tions of the Einstein gravitational equations
represented either plane'~' or cylindrical waves.
We here intend to derive a new class of solu-
tions, displaying a lesser degree of symmetry,
and thus more generality.

Let us consider the metric

ds = - dx' "dy2 - dz +dt' - 2f (x, y, z + t) (dz +dt) .
One can easily show that R =Rzt =Rtt =fxx+fyy,
and other components vanish. If f is a harmonic
function of x and y, this metric thus satisfies
Einstein's equations in vacuo, whatever may be
its dependence on (z+t).

A convenient tetrad of orthonormal vectors is

I& &»
= (cosa, sina, 0, 0),

k

&&&&z =(-sina, cosa, 0, 0),
k

&si =( f~f)

&&4& =(0~0~ f~ &+f)~-k

where tan(2a) =(fxy/fxx). The only nonvanish-
ing independent physical components4 of the
curvature tensor are

o=R =-R =(f +f ')
(min 1) (m2n2) xx xy

where m and n take the values 3 and 4 only. Our
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metric thus belongs to the second class of
Petrov's classification.

Let us examine two examples. If

f =(x' -y')sin(z+t),

one has g=2sin(z+t). This is a plane mono-
chromatic wave.

Another example is

f =xy(x'+ y') 'exp [b' - (z + t)' j
' for I z + t I & b,

f =0 for lz+tl ~ b.

(Note that f has derivatives of all orders at
Iz+tl =b. ) This is a wave packet travelling with
unit velocity in the negative z direction. It con-
tains the singular segments =y =0, -0 -t&z&b-t.
The question of the existence of stable regular

gravitational wave packets is still open.
If fxx+fyy 40, one still has g~~R „=0and

g~~R Qzs =0. The source of f can then be
interpreted as a null electromagnetic field. '
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ERRATUM

MULTIPLE COULOMB EXCITATION IN Th
AND U"'. F. S. Stephens, Jr. , R. M. Diamond,
and I. Perlman [Phys. Rev. Letters 3, 435 (1959)].

In Fig. 2(b) the transition energy between the
10+ and 8+ levels of Th' ' should read 273 kev
instead of 373 kev.
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